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Angels and The Afterlife Gallery Event:
Connecting with Those on the Other Side
Linda West, MA, CATP, one of America’s most sought after
Psychic Mediums connects with those who have crossed over to
answer your questions in her signature, gallery style event. Open to
a limited number of people, Linda guarantees everyone a reading.
This special event is designed to provide people with the answers,
clarity, insight, affirmation and empowerment they seek from
connecting with someone who has crossed over.
In addition to connecting with loved ones, with the help of the Angels, Linda elegantly
explains what happens to the body after we die, the common stages we experience, such as
the viewing of our lives and how we’re always met with total & unconditional love from the
other side.
Linda provides loving, indisputable encouragement, insight and guidance from those who
have passed on. This healing, transformational information has assisted thousands of people
to heal, grow, feel affirmed and to obtain the answers needed for guidance and resolve. With
the help of the Angels, Linda connects directly with the deceased as they make themselves
known and answers your questions. An answer for one is truly an answer for all in these
intimate gallery settings.

About Linda West
Linda West is an internationally recognized psychic medium, author and motivational
speaker with a Master’s Degree in Metaphysics from the American Institute of Holistic
Theology. Her psychic gifts have empowered over 10,000 people to elegantly and more
easily act, decide, and move forward in all situations and to heal from the loss of loved
ones by connecting with them for answers.
As a Metaphysician, Ms. West combines a personalized blend of teacher, psychologist,
spiritual healer and counselor and with applied psychology, universal spiritual truths
and her tremendous psychic gifts she connects with the Angels to provide vital insights,
answers, guidance and perspective.
Ms. West is an Angel Therapy Practitioner, personally Certified by Dr. Doreen Virtue, a
Theta Healer, and a Quantum Biofeedback Technician.
Call Today to Book Linda for Your Next Event: Kathleen Malone, 480.502.1337
Kathleen@SundanceOnSuccess.com
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